carcinogenic to humans (Rogerson and Berger 1981; Singer et al. 1993; Scarlett et al. 2005; Fontham and Trapido 2010) . Regardless, BP applied these dispersants in deep sea as well as to surface water. Normal currents spread the contaminants throughout the region, eventually coating thousands of kilometers of the gulf floor with toxic sludge and impacting over one thousand miles of fragile estuary ecosystems and beaches. A recent United States Congressional Report estimates that after cleanup efforts, almost half the oil (over 100 million gallons) remains in the gulf (Ramseur 2010) .
As an artist and biologist, I could not ignore the impact of the oil spill on the biological as well as human communities of the gulf. In response, over the past four years, I created several bodies of artwork 2 that have addressed these issues with the primary goal of generating and sustaining discussion on the state of the gulf. Millions of dollars were spent by BP on a public relations campaign that suggested the gulf has recovered from the DWH disaster, while the scientific community and residents paint a different picture (Smith 2010; Cherry and Sneirson 2011) . In actuality, it is essential for scientific research to continue in the gulf to monitor long-term impacts and signs of recovery. My hope is that my art in some way will aid in keeping the public informed about these findings and push us to continue to ask questions.
Pictured here is one such series: Ghosts of the Gulf. To create these images I used a process of chemically clearing and staining species I collected from the gulf since the DWH disaster. These specimens were found already dead after the spill, and I wanted to analyze them through the clearing and staining process to screen them for anatomical deviations or developmental malformations.
3 These particular species were once common but are now possibly in decline; they appear here as apparitions.
The clearing and staining process entails first preserving the specimens in 10 percent buffered formalin before placing them in an acid bath with blue stain that adheres to cartilage. Next, the specimens are masticated with the digestive enzyme trypsin, which starts the process of clearing away the soft tissues. The specimens are then bathed in an alkaline solution with a red dye that bonds with bone. Different forms of this clearing and staining method have been used to study vertebrate development in the biological sciences for over a century. I use this method regularly to study developmental deviations in amphibians; the used chemicals are disposed of through standard laboratory waste services to minimize environmental impact.
In the final stages of the process, the specimens are transitioned through another series of baths, starting with potassium hydroxide and finishing with glycerin. Any remaining tissue becomes transparent, leaving the vividly dyed red and blue bones and cartilage. The final specimens look like brightly colored x-rays, revealing the complex architectural anatomy of these beautiful and disappearing species. 
